Meso AI, Chemla S. Perceptual fields reveal previously hidden dynamics of human visual motion sensitivity. J Neurophysiol 114: 1360-1363, 2015. First published October 22, 2014 doi:10.1152/jn.00698.2014.-Motion sensitivity is a fundamental property of human vision. Although its neural correlates are normally only directly accessible with neurophysiological approaches, Neri (Neri P. J Neurosci 34: 8449 -8491, 2014) proposed psychophysical reverse correlation to derive perceptual fields, revealing previously unseen dynamics of human motion detection. In this Neuro Forum, these key findings are discussed, putting them into broader context and pointing out possible implications of spatial scale considerations on the interpretation of the findings and dynamic model proposed. reverse correlation; motion energy; dynamics; psychophysics; spatial scales IN THIS DYNAMIC WORLD, sensitivity to motion is a critical visual function for any seeing animal. The neural mechanisms serving motion detection 1 have therefore long been of interest to neurophysiologists, psychologists, and theoreticians. Researchers intrigued by this seemingly ubiquitous function have sought a generic description of the underlying estimation computations (Borst and Egelhaaf 1989) . For this purpose, a threedimensional (3-D) coordinate system (space-time) composed of two-dimensional (2-D) image space changing over time has been established. In a 2-D visualization of space-time where one image dimension, e.g., vertical space (y), is considered and plotted over time (t), the angle of orientation () gives the direction and speed of the motion (see Fig. 1A ). Thus efficiently estimating such angles in moving images has been the goal of the models that emerged from this approach. These can be divided into correlation and energy-type motion detectors, which are largely equivalent and developed based on insect and later human perception (Adelson and Bergen 1985; Reichardt 1961) , and gradient-type detectors developed within a tradition of computer science (Fennema and Thompson 1979) . The first pair either compare luminance across two points in space-time by calculating the correlation between the points or use filters to extract the so-called Fourier energy (Bracewell 1986 ) of a given space-time orientation. Fourier theory provides a powerful analysis tool, because it allows any signal, such as a space-time image, to be decomposed and represented as a series of independent sinusoidal luminance gratings corresponding to different spatial scales (see Fig. 1B) , speeds, and directions of sensitivity. The third detector type calculates mathematically exact direction and speed from localized luminance slopes in space-time.
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Although equivalence can be shown between all three approaches under limited conditions Bergen 1985, 1986 ), the energy model is widely seen as the standard model of human motion detection. However, little direct evidence has been found for its neural implementation in humans, and the characteristics of such detection mechanisms therefore remain elusive. Reverse correlation may provide the critical missing tool. The general principle consists of adding noise to a just visible (near threshold) stimulus and classifying observer responses over numerous trials to generate templates, i.e., noise image classification. The technique was originally used in neurophysiology with neurons acting as observers. Neuronal activity measured on a continuous scale, such as firing rate, is correlated with the set of presented stimuli to identify and characterize a subset of inputs that drives each given neuron most strongly. This characterization typically reveals the sometimes complex structure of neural receptive fields (e.g., Emerson et al. 1987) . Conversely, for human behavioral experiments the response is obtained from forced choice paradigms, e.g., with decisions made from two alternative forced choices (2-AFC). This restricts responses to a discrete set of categories (Beard and Ahumada 1998) . Each category is correlated with the set of noise-perturbed stimuli that precedes it to unveil the structure in the noise that can potentially determine the decision criteria driving task performance.
In recent work probing the cortical development of amblyopic primates, receptive fields in extrastriate visual cortex were well characterized using reverse correlation and found to be spatially heterogeneous compared with those in healthy primates. This provided a partial explanation for deficiencies in acuity and perceptual judgments (Tao et al. 2014 ). Reverse correlation also offers an advantage of mapping out dynamic sensitivity to obtain spatiotemporal neural receptive fields. This has recently been exploited to identify small dynamic shifts in the optimal spatial frequency tuning, toward finer scales, in some primary visual cortex (V1) neurons of primates (Purushothaman et al., in press) . Following the early human experiments (Beard and Ahumada 1998) , reverse correlation techniques have more recently been developed and extended to better predict human perceptual decisions from stimulus properties, producing outputs we refer to as perceptual fields in this Neuro Forum. Indeed, perceptual fields can cautiously be linked to their neural counterparts in the context of specific behavioral tasks (see Neri and Levi 2006, 2009) . With human responses typically recorded in a discrete form at the end of each trial, the scope of the method to elucidate underlying dynamics appeared to be limited.
In a recent article published in The Journal of Neuroscience (Neri 2014) , the author used reverse correlation to characterize human motion psychophysics performance (direction discrimination tasks) in space-time, providing a missing link between space-time motion detection descriptors and common frequency descriptors from a Fourier approach (Adelson and Bergen 1985) . Participants were asked to indicate the perceived direction of a vertically moving bar whose intensity made it just visible while it was presented embedded in spatiotemporal noise. Experiments followed two protocols: 2-AFC direction comparison judgments (in peripheral visual field) and single-presentation binary, i.e., up or down, responses (in foveal/central visual field; see Fig. 1A , top). Perceptual fields (P) were computed by combining stimulus images grouped into the four averaged noise configurations according to the observer's responses: hit (H), miss (M), false alarm (FA), and correct rejection (CR), e.g., the image P ϭ (H ϩ FA) Ϫ (M ϩ CR) in the standard scenario. Perceptual fields plotted in space-time therefore revealed key stimulus features that influence the motion direction judgments. An elongated central ridge lighter in luminance than the gray background and oriented along an angle indicating bar speed and surrounded by a darker background of inhibition just outside the stimulus was observed by Neri (2014) . In its appearance, the ridge resembled proposed motion-sensitive receptive fields (Adelson and Bergen 1985) . In parallel, the author developed an adapted version of the motion energy model accounting for the data and revealing the combination rules (for H, FA, M, and CR) required to obtain the perceptual fields by modeling each response category as one part of the opponent pair of spatiotemporal motion energy detectors (Fig.  1C) . Neri (2014) reported a surprising continuous dynamic increase in the measured perceptual sensitivity over the course of the 90-ms trials under both peripheral and foveal conditions. This rise was estimated within the central bright ridge along the bar's motion trajectory in space-time in the perceptual field images. To further probe the origin of this result, the author tested other stimulus configurations. The dynamic increase in sensitivity persisted under bar polarity inversions (i.e., changing from a white to black bar) and when observer judgments were made following motion adaptation (i.e., following a prolonged exposure to a given direction, which tends to reduce the observer's sensitivity to this direction in subsequent stim- . C: illustration of 4 narrow-band opponent pairs (sensitive to opposite directions) of Gabor luminance spatiotemporal filters, the fundamental units of motion energy filters spanning a 4-octave spatial range and shown in space-time with the temporal scale indicated. Color scheme corresponds to harmonics in B; channels c 1 -c 3 are at the spatial scale of the harmonics, whereas c 4 is much larger and at the expected scale of spatial integration (ϳ1.35°). Inset: dynamic responses simulated for the 4 energy detectors of different scales, which are aligned at their onset (0.1% of maximum). Task was performed using a numerical integration with optimal stimulation. D: possible spatial integration of the multichannel responses leading to the experimentally reported increasing dynamic sensitivity (Neri 2014 ) during the accumulation of stimulus evidence due to differential onset times and channel integration across scales. ulations). The effect was unexpectedly eliminated under lowluminance noise contrast conditions, second-order stimulation (i.e., a bar with the same mean luminance as background but visible as contrast variations), and in the presence of surround gratings moving in the same direction as the bar, which should suppress sensitivity to the bar (Neri and Levi 2009) .
The standard motion energy model fails to predict these reported dynamics. By extending it with a delayed feedback loop at the readout stage following initial filtering, Neri (2014) proposed a possible explanation for the rising sensitivity and its disappearance under surround stimulation. This gain-control stage applied a 10-ms delayed positive feedback (multiplication with earlier responses) onto the convolution of the separate oriented opponent filters (see Adelson and Bergen 1985 and Fig. 1C in this Neuro Forum) , providing an accumulation mechanism, i.e., a progressive recruitment of cortical circuits during the early course of motion integration (Ͻ100 ms). Exactly which motion detector channels were recruited and when remain unspecified at present. This extended model explains the dynamic rise during this short presentation but predicts a biologically implausible continuous increase in the response over time that the authors leave unresolved.
An important aspect of the bar stimulus, relevant to the interpretation of the dynamically increasing sensitivity, is its broadband spatial frequency structure, which results in simultaneous neural stimulation of a range of spatial scales. The square cross section of the moving bar can be decomposed by Fourier theory into harmonics (Fig. 1B) . These are sufficiently different in frequency that they would be extracted by separate motion energy channels (Adelson and Bergen 1985) . The perceptual fields characterized by reverse correlation must therefore be composite entities with contributions from separate directionally sensitive neurons in visual cortex, which are themselves sensitive to different spatial and temporal scales (Priebe et al. 2006) . Importantly, the dynamics of the response in each channel depends on its spatiotemporal scale (Fig. 1C , inset, simulations of detector temporal integration), and given that reverse correlation can only elucidate their composite contribution to decisions, these differential channel dynamics cannot be discounted from playing a role in the observed dynamics.
Specifically, a first notable point is that the integration of information across different detector units that tile visual space has an initial transient onset and a later, steady-state response. The time taken to reach the steady state depends on the temporal scale of a given unit ( in Fig. 1C ) as each performs its filtering operation by accumulating its response to changing spatial luminance patterns over a period of time (Borst and Egelhaaf 1989) . For a fixed stimulus speed (15 deg/s used by Neri 2014), the lowest detector spatial frequencies in the visual system responding to the stimulus fundamental (see Fig. 1B ) is driven at the lowest temporal frequency. It therefore has the longest expected temporal integration period (see Fig. 1 , B and C). Higher frequencies will be quicker. To identify whether onset effects are sufficient to explain the main finding requires detailed analysis of the composite frequencies. The dynamics of these separate spatial scales are, however, critical for a complete understanding of the composite perceptual fields. Indeed, dynamic changes to spatial frequency sensitivity in monkey V1 neurons expected to influence perception have recently been reported (Purushothaman et al., in press ). There remain broader unresolved questions on the role of composite frequency content in motion detection (Meso and Simoncini 2014; Priebe et al. 2006) .
A second point to consider, related to the integration of channel information, is that this may involve hierarchical computation beyond primary visual cortex, which would take time (ϳ90 ms), e.g., in extrastriate motion areas. Indeed, when a dynamic behavioral probe such as fast reflexive eye movements is used to study monkey responses to large-field moving stimuli, evidence for hierarchical computation is seen in extrastriate motion areas with a 40-ms latency before the onset of a dynamically increasing neural response to the stimulus (Kawano et al. 1994 ). In line with that finding, results in the experiment with moving Gaussian dots showed that horizontal direction signals presented in an early 40-ms window within a direction detection task with vertically moving distracter dots lasting 120 ms are harder to detect than the same signals presented toward the end of the 120 ms (Neri 2014) . This further supports an explanation based on dynamic hierarchical computation during readout of energy filters, suggesting that the composite perceptual fields have a structure that could in future reveal signatures of hierarchical cortical computations (e.g., Fig. 1D ).
Finally, conditions under which the dynamic increase in motion sensitivity is not measured are also potentially informative about the serving mechanisms. Neri (2014) reports that the simultaneous presentation of two gratings flanking the bar on either side and moving in the same direction suppresses the central region, hence eliminating the dynamic rise in the measured response. Interestingly, scales also may have a bearing here, because the flanker has a spatial frequency of 0.86 cycles/deg, about 2 octaves lower than the effective spatial frequency of the fundamental of the bar, 3.3 cycles/deg (see Fig. 1, A and B) . This means that the knockout effect of the flankers which eliminates dynamic responses principally targets lower frequencies (larger spatial features). The coarser scale of frequencies inactivated could therefore be those performing the spatial integration in a hierarchical computation occurring later than those finer scales of initial local motion energy estimation. Low-contrast stimulation also reduces the measurable dynamic modulation of sensitivity. The higher frequency harmonics driving their corresponding detection channels with weaker signals might be eliminated altogether as harmonic strength quickly reduces with frequency (see Fig. 1B ). Targeting different detector spatial scales in both the bar probe and the suppressive flankers will be interesting future manipulations to extend current understanding. The surprising persistence of the dynamic rise in sensitivity under the motion adaptation condition should also be probed over multiple scales to reconcile the difference between this and the suppressive effects of flankers.
As Neri (2014) has shown, perceptive fields provide a powerful way of probing the underlying dynamics of motion sensitivity, expanding the context of human motion detection model development. A number of recent studies have used reverse correlation to probe human perception with various static stimuli. In one study, features making the most critical contribution to 3-D shape perception from binocular disparity were identified within the perceptual fields as contours and not smoothly curved surfaces (Scarfe and Hibbard 2013) . In an-other study, contrast pooling area, and by inference the underlying receptive field sizes serving pooling, were estimated using tasks involving the detection of an area composed of individual elements whose contrasts were noisily perturbed (Baker and Meese 2014) . Although these two findings are limited examples of several spatial receptive fields properties inferred from psychophysics, the spatiotemporal perceptive fields identified by Neri (2014) are a novel contribution.
Motion energy detectors were developed in the context of psychophysical tasks requiring a reduction of complex dynamic sensitivity into a forced choice perceived direction decision (Adelson and Bergen 1985) . For this, a local phase invariant Fourier energy approach was sufficient to describe observations. Correlation detectors with a dynamic space-time output were proposed following research into insect ocular motor responses with dynamic, high temporal resolution experimental measures (Borst and Egelhaaf 1989; Reichardt 1961) . In future, different models could be explicitly compared to identify common and divergent properties. Specifically, this probe of dynamic sensitivity can serve alongside reflexive eye movements (Kawano et al. 1994) to inform further elaborations of energy models, e.g., channel combination, normalization, and hierarchical spatial integration, while taking into account the pertinent question of different spatiotemporal scales of sensitivity. Reverse correlation was mostly used for auditory and simple visual tasks, and Neri (2014) extended this by neatly showing that early spatiotemporal integration is served by mechanisms that increase sensitivity in a way that can be modeled by a dynamic recruitment of motion detectors. Further future model refinements are still needed particularly to elaborate this channel recruitment. This appealing methodology has a cost: a constraining, large number of trials (Neri 2014: 400,000ϩ) . Circumventing this limitation has been the aim of recent research with early success (e.g., Neri and Levi 2009; Tavassoli et al. 2007 ), propelling the method to possible resurgence as a major tool for psychophysics (Baker and Meese 2014; Scarfe and Hibbard 2013) .
